Celebration of New Members

Welcome and Updates

September 28, 2015
The Academy thrives!

- Interest is robust, and extends to our sister schools
- Community and advocacy for educators remain key
- Service to the UCSF education community broadly, by extending our reach outwardly, continues as a priority
- Leverage from our unique structure and positioning helps maximize impact
State of AME: 2014

• 127 AME members
• 3 core staff members, within new Center for Faculty Educators (CFE)
• “Hotel” space at Parnassus, now in U-80
• Robust programs serve SOM and UCSF
  – Innovations Funding
  – Educational Scholarship/Symposium
  – Faculty Development
  – Teaching and Staff Awards
Our 127 members are:

- 75% Professors, 20% Associate Professors, 5% Assistant Professors
- 6% of the SOM’s full-time faculty
- 15% of the SOM’s Clinical X faculty
- Equally divided female: male
- From 7 core teaching sites
- From 21 of 28 SOM departments, and 4 departments from other UCSF schools
Notable collaborations: 2014-15

- With RaDME
  - Education Showcase (next: April 4-5, 2016)
  - Affiliated sites’ faculty development programs
- With IPE Program, Library & Tideswell
  - 2015 Innovations Funding Program
  - 18 proposals funded (of 62 submitted)
  - PI’s from all UCSF schools, only 1 (3) AME member
- With Academic Affairs
  - Incorporation of streamlined educator portfolio components into Advance/CV
Matched Endowed Chair Appointees, 2015

• Erick Hung, MD
  Endowed Chair in Psychiatry Medical Student Education

• Ann Poncelet, MD
  Mr. and Mrs. David George Rowe and Stephen W. Rowe Endowed Chair for Teaching in Neurology

• Kanade Shinkai, MD, PhD
  Endowed Chair in Dermatology Medical Student Education

• Emma Webb, MD
  Academy Chair for Education in Radiology and Biomedical Imaging

• Beth Wilson, MD, MPH
  Permanente Medical Group Teaching Chair in Primary Care
Celebrating our doctoral graduates: BRAVO!

Karen Hauer, MD, PhD

H. Carrie Chen, MD, PhD
Scholarship in Education – by AME members & colleagues

- 154 peer-reviewed publications
- 268 extramural presentations
  - 172 lectures; 96 workshops
- Join works-in-progress at weekly ESCape sessions
- Find highlights in monthly *Academy in Action* (AIA) and on our virtual “front page”
Recognition for AME Educators – and their colleagues

• 41 grants (34 extramural)
• 37 Awards (regional and national)
• Exemplars include
  – Teaching awards
  – Induction into honorary organizations
  – Recognition by major education bodies, e.g. AAMC, ACGME, AERA
Academy’s 2015-16 priorities include:

• Sustaining the importance of community, excellence and advocacy for educators
• Supporting the successful incorporation of robust educator documentation in Advance
• Sharpening our focus on nurturing career development for future educators
• Collaborating with our colleagues across the campus where mission/values/vision align – we welcome your thoughts!
• And a final note on celebration, and recognition…